*The Boogie Man*

5.10 Pro to 4"

Nuts & Double Aliens or TCUs

Double Cams to 3" one 4"

200' Ropes - Rappel Route

Eric Gabel

&

Warren Dignes

May 1998

Located on Lower Brother

South West Arete

5.5 200'

5.9 Thin Hands

5.8 Romp

5.8 The Shield

5.10 5.8 Face

Hands Dead Tree Ledge

Pro Edge of Root to Prevent Rope Hang Up

5.10 The Wedge

Thin Pro Sliding Ledge

5.8 4.16 Flake 5.10

5.10 Thin Flake

Roof

Avenger of Evil 100' Hawk mans Escape 200 yds

Michaels Ledge